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The XFX Radeon R9 280X is based on GCN architecture. This graphics card delivers incredible performance and incredible image quality and is ideal for gamers who only need the best. With this connection to your computer, you'll discover a whole new level of immersion in games made possible by
innovations in video card production. Playing on much bigger monitors. Whether you're using multiple 4K or HD displays at the same time, you'll get an incredibly wide, superior-quality display field. Sapphire Radeon R9 280X Vapor-X (first version) Description on the manufacturer's website is a link. It was
decided to include in this material another model - the Radeon R9 Sapphire 280X Vapor-X graphics card, which is actually only a Sapphire HD 7970 Vapor-X edition. It was the first link from hd 7970 to Radeon R9 R9 280X in full character no, but since it's still in stores, consider. A plastic casing with two
fans attached to a radiator. These are the company's devices. With FD9015U12S markings and specifications: 12 B, 0.55 A. The latest figure is already a bit alarming. This means that at maximum speeds this fan will make noise like a helicopter. Fans are drenched in white LED lighting company logos.
The radiator on this graphics card combines the use of an evaporating camera combined with thermal tubes. The base consists of two parts: a frame made of aluminum alloy and a copper evaporation compartment. The first came into contact with memory chips using special thermal cutters. The other
takes heat from the graphics processor and contact on the other side with heat pipes. The power components on the right are covered with a black aluminum heat. Messages and Advertising Pro Printed Tablet may not say much: in this case, it received everything from the same Sapphire HD 7970 Vapor-
X GHz Edition. It's well felt because the power part is a little different. Instead of Formula 6/1, the referral before our eyes appears 7.1.1. But a sea controller here is exactly the same - CHIL CHL8228G. The frequency of the graphics core has been increased to 950 MHz in nominal mode, with the kernel
automatically accelerating to 1070 MHz if necessary. The memory frequency of 1550 MHz has also been increased. Once the graphical nucleus ruse was raised, it could be dispersed to 1160 MHz. Video memory has been speeded to 1600 MHz. In automatic propulsion mode, the GPU has warmed up to
67°C, creating a low level And works at 42% of full capacity. Sapphire Radeon R9 280X Vapor-X (second version) Description on the manufacturer's website is a link. The Radeon R9 280X Vapor-X Sapphire (renamed Sapphire HD 7970 Vapor-X GHz Edition) has been replaced by a brand new model.
He's got an old name, but he's got new qualities. The design of the cooling system was clearly successful. The use of turquoise, which is hardly found in computer components, is allowed to refresh the look of the graphics card and give it a catchy, and to some extent even a bold look. The Vapor-X
branded cooling system is 322mm long and occupies two expansion card slots. The front of it is covered with a protective pod. FirstDO FDC10H12D9-C turntables with properties 12 B and 0.35 A, which are fixed on a plastic frame, are used to create active airflow. Each one is 86 mm in diameter. A large
radiator comes into contact not only with the GPU, but also with all memory chips, as well as with elements of the power subsystim using special thermo folds. At its center is a copper evaporating chamber that allows you to more efficiently divert heat from the GPU. The principle of his work is that liquid
cooling evaporates from the hot surface, then cools and thickens on the cold upper side. It then returns to its original location and the process repeats itself. In addition, the heat is given with the help of five copper pipes: the diameter of two extremes - 6 mm, three centers - 8 mm. They are qualitatively
heated to both the edges of the radiator and the copper evaporator chamber. Sapphire Radeon R9 280X Steam-X Made on Print Black. The position of the elements on the circuit board is very tight. The power subsystate is produced in a 7-stage circuit (for the GPU, memory, and PLL block, respectively).
Its chains use black diamond sapphire branded chokes, as well as high-polymer aluminum capacitor. The IR3567B chip in the international facility serves as a controller. The GPU has a nominal frequency of 1000 MHz and Dynamic one is 1100 MHz. The memory frequency was not affected. Once the
ruse was raised, the clock frequency of the nucleus could be increased to 1165 MHz, video memory to 1735 MHz. Their noise level can be described as lower than average, it was very convenient for long-term use. XFX Radeon R9 280X Dual Leveling Edition Description on the manufacturer's website is
a link. XFX Radeon R9 280X DD Edition is a typical representative of an updated dual devaluation series. The developers used the original cooling system, which stands out among other things in a meticulous and monolithic design. And that applies not only to CO's CASing: on the scope of the board is a
special plate with the company logo, which acts as an element of toughness and determines the overall charm of the innovation. Let's switch to the cooling system. Here it is presented with a dual leveling cooler with XFX Ghost 2.0 thermal technology, providing high-quality cooling of all board
components. To reduce the mass of the plastic cooling system shell, which The XFX logo is illuminated. For cooling memory chips and elements of the power subsysty system is responsible for a fairly large-looking metal radiator, contacting the latter using thermo folds. Two 85mm fans of the wings are
responsible for active cooling. A special copper platform, covering six thermal pipes with a diameter of 6mm each, goes directly to the GPU. XFX Radeon R9 280X DD Edition is designed to be black, and the position of the components is the same as the AMD Radeon HD 7970, and the changes are
minimal. The power subsystate is designed to be 6/1 (GPU, Mem, PLL). The controller is a CHIL CHL8228G chip. This configuration is consistent with the lead design. This model comes with factory acceleration: base acceleration of up to 1100 MHz at core against 1000 MHz in the reference version of
Radeon R9 280 X. The memory frequency has been changed and is 1650 MHz against the base 1500 MHz. Apparently, we came across a lucky copy. The clock frequency of the nucleus could only be increased to 1125 MHz, memory - to 1735 MHz. The efficiency of the XFX Radeon R9 280X DD Edition
cooling system goes beyond praise. Fully charged with a gaming graphics card can't heat up above 67 degrees Celsius, the fan worked on 52% of its power, generating an average noise level. Let's go to the feature table of the tested graphics accelerators. Features of radeon R9 R9 graphics cards 280
Radeon R9 tested The performance of Radon R9 280/R9 280X performance graphics accelerators Radeon R9 280 and R9 280X in gaming apps has been repeatedly tested in the lab. Here are just a few links. The conclusion of the Radeon R9 280X graphics card showed its best: With GeForce GTX 770
performance, its recommended cost is $130 less. Thus, AMD places its model in the middle sector to heat the market to the brim. If the recommended price tag for Russian retail will be similar to the real price - time will tell, any prerequisites for it is there. On the NVIDIA side will have to put forward a
serious argument for the opposition R9 280X. All this makes the Radeon R9 Sapphire 280 Double X an interesting buying solution. Taking into account the older version, in my opinion, the conductor's laurels wreath should be given MSI Radeon R9 280X Gaming 3G, the benefit of this left a pleasant
impression and made a very balanced decision. On its heels on all positions comes Asos Radeon R9 280X DirectCU II. PowerColor Radeon R9 280 TurboDuo and Gigabyte Radeon R9 280X WindForce 3X rev1.0 models showed acceptable results, but the effectiveness of their cooling systems raises
more questions than answers. If in other cases, the user can install the graphics card in the system block and enjoy a high level of performance without fear Noise and overheating, here you need to independently bring the algorithm of fan management to mind. This is the end of our strident trip on
graphics cards radeon R9 game 280/R9 280X. Of course, here are not all interesting models, not all decomposition subtleties, not all features are given. However, we have tried to select these devices that can fit any reader and we are present at the sale in Russian retail. In the following material, we will
try to consider NVIDIA graphics accelerators at the same level, and include all current and affordable models on the market. Nefedov fired aka Go.d-bq P.S. to improve the quality of the material, as well as to get opinions on the chosen direction to leave your remarks at the conference. Your answers will
be tested and analyzed for further work. Working.
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